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***Includes CNA Practice Test Questions*** Get the test prep help you need to become a certified
nurse assistant. The Certified Nurse Assistants Exam is extremely challenging and thorough test
preparation is essential for success. CNA Exam Secrets Study Guide is the ideal prep solution for
anyone who wants to pass the CNA Exam. Not only does it provide a comprehensive guide to the
CNA Exam as a whole, it also provides practice test questions as well as detailed explanations of
each answer. Our CNA study guide includes: A detailed overview of the requirements for certified
nurse assistants An examination of physical care skills An analysis of psychosocial care skills A
breakdown of the role of the nurse aide Comprehensive practice questions with detailed answer
explanations It's filled with the critical information you'll need in order to do well on the test: the
concepts, procedures, principles, and vocabulary that the Certified Nurse Assistant (CNA) expects
you to have mastered before sitting for the exam. The Physical Care Skills section covers: Activities
of daily living Basic nursing skills Restorative skills The Psychosocial Care Skills section covers:
Disorders Priorities in caring for a patient who is dying Culture and religion The Role of the Nurse
Aide section covers: Communication and encouraging communication rights of the patient
patient's responsibilities Civil and criminal law These sections are full of specific and detailed
information that will be key to passing the CNA Exam. Concepts and principles aren't simply named
or described in passing, but are explained in detail. The guide is laid out in a logical and organized
fashion so that one section naturally flows from the one preceding it. Because it's written with an
eye for both technical accuracy and accessibility, you will not have to worry about getting lost in
dense academic language. Any test prep guide is only as good as its practice questions and
answers, and that's another area where our guide stands out. Our test designers have provided
scores of test questions that will prepare you for what to expect on the actual CNA Exam. Each
answer is explained in depth, in order to make the principles and reasoning behind it crystal clear.
We've helped thousands of people pass standardized tests and achieve their education and career
goals. We've done this by setting high standards for our test preparation guides, and our CNA Exam
Secrets Study Guide is no exception. It's an excellent investment in your future. Â
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I highly recommend this book. It has study tips, test taking tips and practice questions with an
answer key and explanation section. It even has bonus material it directs you to online! This book
was easy to read and informative. This is a great review book and it delivers what it promises; no
fluff, straight to the point review and it definitely focuses on the information you need to pass the
exam. While it isn't as detailed and thorough as a text book would be, I don't expect it to be either.
This is a review book, and I feel like it does a pretty outstanding job being a comprehensive one. I
particularly loved the practice questions with an answer key and explanation. I like practice tests to
begin with as they are a great tool to gage where I am in my studying and the test helped me
identify areas I was lacking. I also grabbed the flashcards and the practice questions book (ISBN
1621200434) and both items made this an even friendlier and powerful addition to my study
sessions. I've taken the test once before and didn't get the score I needed. However, these study
tools were my ticket to studying and passing the exam. Its guide on retaking the test was helpful in
putting my prior attempt into the right perspective and it helped me figure out how to raise my score.
I definitely recommend these study tools if you are looking for a study guide to help pass this exam.
It was hugely helpful for me and I would buy other products from this company in heart beat!

This is my first "secrets" study guide book to any exam ever and I have to say, it is absolutely worth
it! It's so useful and helpful. It has numerous tips provided in the book to help you become better at
succeeding. This book discusses numerous topics as well, from how to interact with patient's to
being the best CNA possible. While you study and prep for the exam, this book gives deeper
understanding to why you study the things you do. Explanations are provided to give you an
understanding behind it, guiding you towards deeper understanding in what role you are to play as a
CNA. There are even practice questions provided at the end of the book to test yourself on what

you've learned from the book. In addition, great tips are provided at the very end of the book on how
to succeed in preparation and testing. Overall, it's truly a great book. I'm very happy with this study
guide. It comes with more than just secrets to exam success but with answers and direction on how
to be successful in testing and as a CNA.

One of the reasons I prefer this book is that it is very easy to use. The book itself is not thick. It
Includes the important thing I need to know to pass the test. Buy this book and you will be happy
with you purchase.

I have purchsed this book for my CNA exam and I passed the exam! I like how the author of this
book explains every procedure with rationale on it. It also has practice test on it and the answers
come with explanations on it. So if you are going to take your cna Exam. u wont go wrong with this
book. Our school gave us hand outs but never really helped. This one is a good investment for u to
pass the state exam.

If you have ever thought about being a nurse, you likely know that the job is challenging. What many
people do not realize is that nurses often have assistants and those assistants have challenging
jobs as well. They often have to know many of the same things nurses do. When I wanted to get
certified to be a nurseÃ¢Â€Â™s assistant, I knew the test would be hard and I was willing to do the
work and study. I just didnÃ¢Â€Â™t know WHAT to study. I felt like I knew the information from my
classes and training pretty well, but I wanted to brush up on the content that would actually be on
the test. Since I had never taken the test before, I had no idea what it might hold. I got this study
guide because it appeared to know what types of things would be on the test. It was made for those
taking this very test and it said it had all of the content I would need to study. Once I got the guide, I
realized it wasnÃ¢Â€Â™t all just a lot of hype and big talking. The guide really was just what I
needed. It challenged me by laying out all of the information I needed in one packet. It was nice to
have it all in once place and to know that everything I needed was right there before me.

One of the best book out there for preparing yourself for the test i like how it gives u tips , how it talk
each subject a lil more explaining to you why its important and their purposes!! I like that the book is
not that big is makes me feel like hey i can finish this in a week instead of the whole year! It met my
needs because i wanted something that will really help learn what i need to pass that test not
unnecessary stuff!!

I purchased the Cna Exam Secrets Study Guide by Mometrix I can't explain how much this book
help me though my CNA class and the state Board exam. This book was so very well written and
put together it was better then my textbook, the examples and explanation that was giving
throughout the book gave me a very clear view of all my skill that I had to master! I truly feel that it
helped me pass my state Board exam. I truly recommend that everyone that is going to take the
CNA class purchase this book!
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